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Some Recommendations for
Using your Slide Out
Slide outs are a great feature on any motorhome, with the extra living space
that they create. For many people, it’s a no brainer to buy a motorhome with
a slide out. Like most great creations they come with a few things
to consider. This is why we have created this document.
Alongside this document, we strongly encourage you to make yourself familiar
with the user guide supplied with your motorhome for the slide out. This will
have been produced by the slide out manufacturer.
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Tips and tricks to operating your slide out
When it’s been raining you will have collected water on the slide outs specialised roof awning, sides
and track system. The key to making sure that water stays on the outside of your motorhome and
doesn’t drag inside while you’re pulling in the slide in •
•

Try and eliminate some of the water before sitting down for breakfast, giving the slide out
time to dry before you pack up and hit the road?
Slow and steady – when you start to bring the slide-out in do it in small stages. Maybe stop it
a couple of times to let the water run off before its fully wound in.
Maintenance of your slide out

Like everything your slide out will require periodical maintenance. Below are a few things which to
consider.
•

Inspect and clean the seals and gaskets once every 6 months

Remember: Slide outs run on a squeegee system. Whilst they do eliminate most water they are
never 100% effective so try being proactive to help and eliminate water being brought into your
motorhome. It’s always best to try and bring them in when it’s not raining. If you can’t do this then
make sure at the next opportunity to put the slide-out back out and let it dry out properly.
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